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M. Freund, Preferential reasoning in the perspective of Poole default logic 
The sceptical inference relation associated with a Poole system without constraints i known to have a simple 
semantic representation by means of a smooth order directly defined on the set of interpretations a sociated 
with the underlying language. Conversely, we prove in this paper that, on a finite propositional language, 
any preferential inference relation defined by such a mode1 is induced by a Poole system without constraints. 
In the particular case of rational relations, the associated set of defaults may be chosen to be minimal; it 
then consists of a set of formulae, totally ordered through classical implication, with cardinality equal to the 
height of the given relation. This result can be applied to knowledge representation theory and corresponds, in
revision theory, to Groves’s family of spheres. In the framework of conditional knowledge bases and default 
extensions, it implies that any rational inference relation may be considered as the rational closure of a minimal 
knowledge base. An immediate consequence of this is the possibility of replacing any conditional knowledge 
base by a minimal one that provides the same amount of information. 
N.L. Tit&ham, Schema induction for logic program synthesis 
Prolog program synthesis can be made more efficient by using schemata which capture similarities in 
previously-seen programs. Such schemata narrow the search involved in the synthesis of a new program. 
We define a generalization operator for forming schemata from programs and a downward refinement operator 
for constructing programs from schemata. These operators define schema-hierarchy graphs which can be used 
to aid in the synthesis of new programs. Algorithms are presented for efficiently obtaining least generalizations 
of schemata, for adding new schemata to a schema-hierarchy graph, and for using schemata to construct new 
programs. 
R.I. Brafman, J.Y. Halpern and Y. Shoham, On the knowledge requirements of 
tasks 
In order to successfully perform a task, a situated system requires ome information about its domain. If we 
can understand what information the system requires, we may be able to equip it with mote suitable sensors or 
make better use of the information available to it. These considerations have motivated roboticists to examine 
the issue of sensor design, and in particular, the minimal information required to perform a task. We show 
here that reasoning in terms of what the robot knows and needs to know to perform a task is a useful approach 
for analyzing these issues. We extend the formal framework for reasoning about knowledge, aheady used in 
AI and distributed computing, by developing a set of basic concepts and tools for modeling and analyzing the 
knowfedge requirements of tasks. We investigate properties of the resulting framework, and show how it can 
be applied to robotics tasks. 
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R.H. Wilson, Geometric reasoning about assembly tools 
Planning for assembly requires reasoning about various tools used by humans, robots, or other automation to 
manipulate, attach, and test parts and subassemblies. This paper presents a general framework to represent 
and reason about geometric accessibility issues for a wide variety of such assembly tools. 
Central to the framework is a use volume encoding a minimum space that must be free in an assembly state 
to apply a given tool, and placement consfraints on where that volume must be placed relative to the parts on 
which the tool acts. Determining whether a tool can be applied in a given assembly state is then reduced to 
an instance of the FINDPLACE problem of Lozano-Perez. In addition, we present more efficient methods to 
integrate the framework into assembly planning. For tools that are applied either before or after their target 
parts are mated, one method preprocesses a single tool application for all possible states of assembly of a 
product in polynomial time, reducing all later state-tool queries to evaluations of a simple expression. For 
tools applied after their target parts are mated, a complementary method guarantees polynomial-time assembly 
planning. 
We present a wide variety of tools that can be described adequately using the approach, and survey tool 
catalogs to determine coverage of standard tools. Finally, we describe an implementation of the approach in 
an assembly planning system and experiments with a library of over one hundred manual and robotic tools 
and several complex assemblies. 
G. Kern-Isberuer, Characterizing the principle of minimum cross-entropy within a 
conditional-logic framework 
The principle of minimum cross-entropy (ME-principle) is often used as an elegant and powerful tool to build 
up complete probability distributions when only partial knowledge is available. The inputs it may be applied 
to are a prior distribution P and some new information R, and it yields as a result the one distribution P’ 
that satisfies ‘R. and is closest to P in an information-theoretic sense. More generally, it provides a “best” 
solution to the problem “How to adjust P to R?” 
In this paper, we show how probabilistic conditionals allow a new and constructive approach to this 
important principle. Though popular and widely used for knowledge representation, conditionals quantified by 
probabilities are not easily dealt with. We develope four principles that describe their handling in a reasonable 
and consistent way, taking into consideration the conditional-logical as well as the numerical and probabilistic 
aspects. Finally, the ME-principle turns out to be the only method for adjusting a prior distribution to new 
conditional information that obeys all these principles. 
Thus a characterization of the ME-principle within a conditional-logical framework is achieved, and its 
implicit logical mechanisms are revealed clearly. 
C. Boutilier, A unified model of qualitative belief change: a dynamical systems 
perspective 
Belief revision and belief update have been proposed as two types of belief change serving different purposes, 
revision intended to capture changes in belief state reflecting new information about a static world, and 
update intended to capture changes of belief in response to a changing world. We argue that routine belief 
change involves elements of both and present a model of generalized update that allows updates in response 
to external changes to inform an agent about its prior beliefs. This model of update combines aspects of 
revision and update, providing a more realistic characterization of belief change. We show that, under certain 
assumptions, the original update postulates are satisfied. We also demonstrate that plain revision and plain 
update are special cases of our model. We also draw parallels to models of stochastic dynamical systems, and 
use this to develop a model that deals with iterated update and noisy observations in (qualitative settings) 
that is analogous to Bayesian updating in a quantitative setting. 
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E. Tsang, No more “Partial” and “Full Looking Ahead” (Research Note) 
Looking ahead is a commonly used search technique in constraint satisfaction. In this paper, we examine the 
future role of two long established lookahead algorithms, Partial Looking Ahead (PLA) and Full Looking 
Ahead (FLA) [ lo]. We prove that PLA is inferior to Directional Arc-consistency Lookahead [ 3, 4, 201 in 
that the latter will prune at least as much as the former for no more computation in each problem reduction 
step. Similarly, FLA is inferior to Bi-directional Arc-consistency Lookahead, an algorithm introduced in this 
paper. We also point out a couple of errors in the literature. 
A.L. Lansky, Localized planning with action-based constraints 
This paper describes COLLAGE, a planner that utilizes a variety of non-traditional methods of plan construction 
within a partitioned or localized reasoning framework. The foundation of the COLLAGE approach is the 
use of action-bused constraints. Such constraints represent domain and problem requirements directly in 
terms of actions, action relationships, and action parameter bindings rather than in terms of state-based 
goals and preconditions. In our experience, such constraints can provide a more natural vehicle for domain 
encoding than traditional STRIPS-based operator descriptors, In order to cope with the complexity and scale 
of realistic domains, COLLAGE also utilizes localization, a representational technique for partitioning problem 
requirements into subproblems. A localized search space consists of several smaller search spaces, one for 
each subproblem. COLLAGE allows these subproblem spaces to overlap and interact, and provides mechanisms 
for maintaining plan consistency and correctness. This combination of action-based reasoning with flexible 
localized search has yielded a powerful and efficient planning framework that is useful for challenging realistic 
domains. 
Jiming Liu, A method of spatial reasoning based on qualitative trigonometry 
Due to the lack of exact quantitative information or the difficulty associated with obtaining or processing such 
information, qualitative spatial knowledge representation and reasoning often become an essential means for 
solving spatial constraint problems as found in science and engineering. This paper presents a computational 
approach to representing and reasoning about spatial constraints in rwo-dimensional Euclidean space, where the 
n priori spatial information is not precisely expressed in quantitative terms. The spatial quantities considered in 
this work are qualitative distances and qualitative orientation angles. Here, we explicitly define the semantics 
of these quantities and thereafter formulate a representation of qualitative trigonometry (QTRIG). The resulting 
QTRIC formalism provides the necessary inference rules for qualitative spatial reasoning. In the paper, we 
illustrate how the BTRIC relationships can be employed in generating qualitative spatial descriptions in two- 
dimensional Euclidean geometric problems, and furthermore, how the derived qualitative spatial descriptions 
can be used to guide a simulated-annealing-based exact quantitative value assignment. Finally, we discuss an 
application of the proposed spatial reasoning method to the kinematic constraint analysis in computer-aided 
pre-parametric mechanism design, 
J.-E Dufourd, I? Mathis and P. Schreck, Geometric construction by assembling 
solved subfigures 
Among the expected contributions of Artificial Intelligence to Computer-Aided Design is the possibility of 
constructing a geometric object, the description of which is given by a system of topological and dimensional 
constraints. This paper presents the theoretical foundations of an original approach to formal geometric 
construction of rigid bodies in the Euclidian plane, based on invariance under displacements and relaxation 
of positional constraints. This general idea allows to explain in greater detail several methods proposed in 
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the literature. One of the advantages of this approach is its ability to efficiently generalize and join together 
different methods for local solving. The paper also describes the main features of a powerful and extensible 
operational prototype based on these ideas, which can be viewed as a simple multi-agent system with a 
blackboard. Finally, some significant examples olved by this prototype arc presented. 
M. Jelasity and J. Dombi, GAS, a concept on modeling species in genetic algorithms 
This paper introduces a niching technique called GAS (S stands for species) which dynamically creates a 
subpopulation structure (taxonomic hart) using a radius function instead of a single radius, and a ‘cooling’ 
method similar to simulated annealing. GAS offers a solution to the niche radius problem with the help of 
these techniques. A method based on the speed of species is presented for determining the radius function. 
Speed functions are given for both real and binary domains. We also discuss the sphere packing problem on 
binary domains using some tools of coding theory to make it possible to evaluate the output of the system. 
Finally two problems are examined empirically. The first is a difficult test function with unevenly spread local 
optima. The second is an NP-complete combinatorial optimization task, where a comparison is presented to 
the traditional genetic algorithm. 
G. Neumann, Interleaving natural language parsing and generation through uni- 
form processing 
A. Scheucher and H. Kaindl, Benefits of using multivalued functions for minimaxing 
D. Carmel and S. Markovitch, Pruning algorithm for multi-model adversary search 
D. Bojadiiev, Addendum to “Sloman’s view of GSdel sentence (Research Note) 
S. Thrun, Learning metric-topological maps for indoor mobile robot navigation 
